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the next day he felt quite wvell, but some swelling
remained; compression continued. On the 3rd day
he was discharged cured.

CAS1, III.-Charles Anderson, iet. 17, admitted
August loth, under Sir J. Fife, with acute epididy-
mitis and gonorrliaea. Compression immediately
applied, aind continued for six days, when he was
discharged cured.
CASE IV.-John Welch, aet. 26, admitted under

Mr. Greenhow, with epididyinitis of four days (lu-
ration. 'T'he straps were applied in the usual way,
and he felt so much relief that he desired to go
home again, promising to return the next day;
he did not however return for three days, when I
found him cured.

I might adduce several other instances, but these
will be sufficient to slhow the efficiency of the
remedy, and convince the profession that it is
worthy of a trial.

I remain, Geiitlemnen, your lhumble serailt,
A. J. rAYLOR,

House Surgeon, Newvcastle Ilnfirinary.
Sept. 25, 1841.

PROVINCIAL

AIEDICAL, & SUIPGICAL JOURNAL.

SATURDAY, OCTOBERt 2, 1841.

THIE experience of the period which has jtst
expired, constituting the first year of our labours,
has fully conlfirmed the anticipations which we
were induced to formn, that a work similar to the
Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal wvas
called for as a medium for the expression of the
opinions of provincial practitioners. In the con-
ducting of this Journal, we have kept two leading
objects in view, the one to advance the interests of
the entire medical profession without devoting ex-
clusive attention to, or passing over with neglect,
those of any portion of its members; the other,
to afford every facility for recording the progress
of medical science, and making known practical
improvements in the management of disease.
Although decided advocates for obtaining for the
medical profession such an organization, founded
on liberal principles, as shall guarantee to its
members protection for their interests, and secure
to them an efficient government and a voice in its
councils, the pages of this Journal have on all
occasions been open to thoselw ise sentiments
on many points have differed from ( zur own. In the
discussion of these subjects, although we have
not allowed ourselves to be forced into the approval
of ill-digested or speculative systems of reform,
we have never hesitated to point out those abuses
which require correction, and to advocate such

changes in the constitution of existing institutions,
corporate and collegiate, as appeared to us fitted
to promote the welfare and enhance the efficieney
of all classes of the profession.

In reference to the more purely literary
and practical departments, it is not necessary to
say much. Perhaps the best evidence which we
can adduce of the estimation in which the infor-
matiorn conveyed through the medium of the Pro-
vincial Journal is held, is to be found in the
frequent use-sometirnes, we regfret to say, without
acknowledgment-nmade of it by other periodical
pub)lications. We should, however, be wanting
to our numerous contributors, did we hesitate to
claim for tlheir many valuable commnunications
that consideration to which they are so justly
entitled. One of the more iinmediate objects
which we had in view, we cotuld indeed wish to
see imiore attended to; we alluide to the system of
hospital re)orting. It is hoped that the present
volumne wvill show that the example so well set by
the officers of several of our provincial infirma-
ries, and in particular by those of the Newcastle
and Berkshire ('ounty Hospitals, will be riot with-
out effect. No better mo(de of comrnunicating
souind practical information exists, than by the
detail of cases of (lisease, whether medical or sur-
gical, as they are observed in the wards of a well-
condlceted hospital. Tlhe proogress of the cases
can be closely watched, the effect of remedies
duly appreciated, and the counteracting influence
of errors in diet and regimen guarded against, so
that the features of the disease, whatever it may
be, and the indications for treatment, stand out, as
it were, in a stronger light than in private prac-
tice, where the opporturnities for observation are
less favourable, and where due control can rarely
be exercised to the same degree. There is thus
an individuality and character about a well-
observted and well-reported case of disease oc-
curring in an hospital or infirmary, which at orce
im)resses itself on the nmind. The practical facts
established by it are strongly inarked, and readily
retained in the memory, while the lighter shades
of similar morbid actions which may subsequently
present themselves to notice, are more readily
recognised, and more clearly mnade out by the
diligent observer of the signs of disease.
We are fully aware of the many important calls

upon their time, to w.,hich the greater number of
hospital p)hysicians and surgeons are subject;
but when Nve look at what has been effected by
those who are thus occupied, we cannot hold
others excused for- neglecting to render these
noble institutions more effective irn the diffiusion
of the information which they are constantly
affording. Most of these institutions possess the
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advantages of a resident officer or house-surgeon,
and are attended also by pupils who are quite
capable of relieving the responsible officer of the
labour of noting down the aaily variations of the
cases. In revising these notes, and putting them
in a shape for publication, the medical officers
would themselves derive all the advantages
of a close review of their practice in the cases of
disease preseinted for treatment-advantages -which
those who are really studious of what passes be-
fore them will well know how to estimate. The
habit of revising from time to time the results of
previous observation, and the effects of treatment,
is one of the most important which a medical prac-
titioner can form. Observation to a certain extent
he is compelled to exercise, but the comparing
and reflecting upon the knowleJfge thus at differ-
ent times acquired, are mental processes, which,
while they sift the chaff from the wheat, and sepa-
rate the essential from the accidental, exercise a
strong influence in the improvement of the general
powers of the mind itself. Future observations
become more precise, definite, and accurate; the
comparison of these embraces more extensive par-
ticulars, and the generalizations derived from them
are based upon more comprehensive grounds. The
first step in the study of natural objects is sur-
mounted; the observer no longer contents himself
with detecting similitudes; he is no longer satis-
fied with giving a name to the disease which pre-
sents itself to his notice. It is not simply a fever
or an inflammation, which he feels himself called
upon to guide to a safe termination. He now
proceeds to appreciate points of distinction; his
observations become differential; he sees the re-
aemblance, indeed, at a glance, but he investi-
gates the points of difference. He is no longer
content with prescribing for the name of the dis-
ease-with saying bark is good for an ague,
digitalis for a dropsy, colchicum for gout; but
seeks to discriminate the special form of affection,
to appreciate the effects of modifying causes, ex-
ternal or internal, on the progress of the case, and
to derive indications for the administration of
those remedial agents, by which he hopes to suc-
ceed in the cure or relief of the patient.
Now, all this may be accomp lished better in an

infirmaryor hospital than elsewhere,because the op-
portunities for observation are greater, and less liable
to be interfered with by disturbing circumstances,
and because the subsequent mental operations of
comparing and reflecting are thereby, to a corres-
ponding degree, facilitated and simplified. Surely,
then, it is a duty which the officers of such insti-
tutions owe, as well to themselves as to their pro.
fessional brethren and the community, to make
the best use of the advantages with which they are,

by their situation, endowed, and to communicate
to others the results of their practical experience
under these circumstances.
Many plans have been devised to facilitate the

recording and the drawing up of reports of prac-
tice. One of them, that recommended by Dr.
Cowan, and published in the ninth volume of the
Transactions of the Association, seems well fitted
for the purpose, and possesses the additional ad-
vantage of being already in the hands of every
member of the association. We hope to see the
suggestions there made followed out, and the plan
of reporting adopted generally in public medical
institutions. It wants only a sufficiently extensive
trial to render its advantages manifest to all; and
writh respect to the labour and trouble required,
we are assured, that when once fairly started, the
means of carrying out the plan will not be want-
ing-ce n'est que le premier pas qui co'ute. Let
but the attempt be made; the value of the infor-
mation collected, and the benefit individually ex-
perienced by those who take it up, will ensure its
steady continuance.

The Prescriber's Pharmacopceia: containing all the
Medicines in the London Pharmacapa?ia, arranged
in Classes according to their Action with their
Composition and Doses. By a PRACTISING
PHYSICIAN. London, 1841. Small 18mo.
pp. 126.

THE utility of this book is in the inverse ratio
of its size-sufficient commendation for a tome
which will easily fit in a waistcoat.pocket of most
moderate dimensions. Armed herewith, the prac-
titioner, most completely deficient in powers of
memory, may approach the bed-side with no mis-
givings as to his power of hitting upon the fittest
medicine of any given class for his prescription;
here, in truth, the various agents referable to
each, are carefully collected, and judiciously
arranged for immediate reference. The composi-
tion of each officinal preparation is given, the usual
modes of administration, and the dose stated,
and a list of incompatibles added. What better
employment for the short-memoried (to speak
Germanice) physician, as he rolls along to his
places of rendezvous, than to brighten his ac-
quaintance with drugs simple and compound, by
reading such well-condensed enunciations of all
important particulars connected with each, as that
we extract relating to opium ?
OPIUM (and MIORPHIA.) Papaver Somniferum.
The concrete juice of the unripe capsules.)

Dose and Form. Pill, powder, lozenge, electuary, gr.
4-v-x.

1. PILULE SAPONLS COMPOSITA.
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